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Abstract. Given a recursive (datalog) query, the nonrecursive incremental eval-
uation approach uses nonrecursive (datalog) programs to compute the difference
of the answers to the query against successive databases between updates. The
mechanism used in this approach is called a “First-Order Incremental Evaluation
System” (FOIES). We show that for two large classes of datalog queries, called
“generalized (weakly) regular queries”, FOIES always exist. We also define “in-
crement boundedness” and its variations, which generalize boundedness. Incre-
ment bounded queries are shown to have FOIES of certain forms. We also relate
increment boundedness to structural recursion, which was proposed for bulk data
types.We characterize increment boundednessusing the “insertion idempotency”,
“insertion commutativity”, and “determinism” properties of structural recursion.
Finally, we show that the increment boundedness notions are undecidable and a
decidable sufficient condition is given.
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1 Introduction

Recursive query optimization has been a focus of the study on the datalog language over
the last several years (see [17] and recent PODS, SIGMOD, VLDB, DOOD proceed-
ings). Most recently, query evaluation against databases that are frequently updated is
studied in [8, 6, 5, 7, 10]. Specifically, to repeatedly evaluate the same (computationally
expensive) recursive query on a database that is being updated between successive query
requests, it should be possible to use the difference between successive database states
and the answer to the query in one state to reduce the cost of evaluating the entire query
in the next state. It is considered as “desirable” if one can use nonrecursive queries to
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compute the differences. In [8, 6, 5, 7], these ideas were abstracted in the so-called “first-
order incremental query evaluation system” (or FOIES), and some interesting results
were given; and in [15] a similar class called Dyn-FO was investigated as a complexity
class. In this paper we continue our investigation in this direction by studying further
on FOIES and by exploring some related query optimization issues.

Boundedness of datalog programs is one of the most-studied issues in the deductive
database community [13, 14, 19, 18, 1, 12, 4]. In this paper we introduce and examine a
related property, “increment boundedness”, of datalog programs. Intuitively, a datalog
programP is increment bounded if, to derive a new model after inserting one edb fact,
one only needs to applyT k

P for some fixedk (instead ofT !
P ).

On the other hand, the notion of “structural recursion” by insertion was proposed
in [3] as a paradigm to specify database queries. Briefly speaking, a query defined by
structural recursion consists of a base clause on the empty set, and a recursive clause on
“inserting an element to a set”.

In this paper, we establish close relationships between the three notions: FOIES,
increment boundedness, and structural recursion. This paper has the following contri-
butions: First, we extend our earlier results [7] on the existence of FOIES for (weakly)
regular queries to wider classes of queries, “generalized (weakly) regular queries”. These
queries allow predicates of arbitrary arities, unlike in the (weakly) regular case where
only binary chain rules are permitted in the recursive part. Second, increment bound-
edness and its variations are defined and shown to be equivalent to some subclasses of
FOIES. Third, we characterize increment boundedness by the “insertion idempotency”,
“insertion commutativity”, and “determinism” properties of structural recursion and
show that commutativity is equivalent to increment boundedness for a syntactic class of
programs. Fourth, undecidability results for increment boundedness and its variations
are presented and a decidable sufficient condition is given. Increment boundedness turns
out to be remarkably different from boundedness.

This abstract is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some basic terminologies.
Section 3 discusses generalized (weakly) regular queries. Section 4 presents the notion
of increment boundedness and some results on them. Section 5 provides the character-
izations of increment boundedness through structural recursion; and Section 6 focuses
on the decision issues. Proofs are sketched or omitted in this extended abstract; full
proofs will be included in the full version.

2 Preliminaries

We briefly review datalog and some necessary notions, and then present the definition
of a FOIES.

We assume the existence of three pairwise disjoint infinite sets ofconstants, vari-
ables, andpredicates. Built-inpredicates such as equality are disallowed. Each predicate
has a positivearity. An atom is a formula of the formq(t1; :::; tk), whereq is a predicate
andt1; :::; tk are variables or constants. Afact is an atom without variables. A(datalog)
program is a finite set of rules of the formA  A1; :::; An; wheren � 1, A and
A1; :::; An are atoms and each variable inA occurs in someAi. LetP be a program. We
call a predicate occurring inP intensional (idb) if it occurs in the head of some rule in
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P , andextensional (edb) otherwise. We useidb(P ) to denote the set of all idb predicates
in P . For each setD of facts and each nonnegative integeri, let T i

P (D) denote the set
of facts having derivation trees of depth at mosti; each fact inD is considered to have
a derivation tree of depth zero; and letT !

P (D) = [1i=0T
i
P (D). A (datalog) query is a

pair (P; p), whereP is a program, andp an (answer) idb predicate; for each setD of
edb facts, theanswer to the query is the set of facts overp in T !

P (D).
We now turn to FOIES, which use nonrecursive programs to maintain models of

programs after insertion of facts. The nonrecursive programs need to differentiate facts
in the old state (before an insertion) and facts in the new state (after the insertion). We
adopt the following notation: for each predicateq, we shall use (i)q o (o for old) as a
predicate to represent facts overq computed or stored in the old database state, and (ii)q

to represent facts overq that are asserted (either through insertion or through derivation)
in the new state. For each setI of facts, letIo be the set of facts obtained fromI by
replacing each predicateq with qo. If S is a set of predicates, the restriction ofI to those
with predicate inS is denotedIjS . We writeIjp for Ijfpg.

Definition. A FOIES for a query(P; p) is a triplehPp; S; P�i, where:

– S is a set of idb predicates containingp;
– Pp is a (possibly recursive) program, called theinitial program, such thatP p and
P are equivalent regarding their common idb predicates, i.e.,T !

Pp
(D)jidb(P )\S =

T!
P (D)jidb(P )\S for each setD of edb facts; and

– P� is a nonrecursive program, called theincremental program, such that, for each
setD and each singleton set� of edb facts,P� derives the new least model of
Pp containingD [ � from � and the old least model ofPp containingD, i.e.,
T!
Pp

(D [�)jS = T!
P�

([T!
Pp

(D)jS ]o [ �)jS [ T!
Pp

(D)jS .

A FOIEShPp; S; P�i for (P; p) is space-free if S � idb(P ).

Intuitively, a FOIES of a query always stores the answer on the current database.
It may also store some auxiliary relations (predicates inS other thanp). When the
database changes, the FOIES uses the stored answer (and possibly auxiliary relations)
to non recursively compute the new answer (and the new auxiliary relations). Space-free
FOIES do not use any auxiliary relations. The following example illustrates the notion
of FOIES.

Example2.1. Consider the programP1 computing the transitive closure of an edb
predicateq: fp(x; z) q(x; z); p(x; z) q(x; y); p(y; z)g. Let Pp = P1, S = fpg,
andP� be the program

p(x; z) q(x; z) p(x; z) q(x; y); po(y; z)
p(x; z) po(x; y); q(y; z) p(x; z) po(x; y1); q(y1; y2); po(y2; z)

ThenhPp; S; P�i is a FOIES for(P1; p). To illustrate how the FOIES works, suppose
D = fq(1; 2); q(2; 3); q(4; 5); q(5; 6)g and� = fq(3; 4)g. Then T !

Pp
(D) = D [

fp(i; j) j 1� i<j�3; 4� i<j�6g. To computeT !
Pp

(D [�) from T !
Pp

(D) usingP�,
the facts inT !

Pp
(D) are marked with the superscripto to indicate that they were facts

before inserting the factq(3; 4); the predicateq (resp.p) in P� denotes the additional
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set of facts that are added (resp. derived) forq (resp.p). Thus, the additional fact forq
is q(3; 4), and the additional facts forp arefp(i; j) j i 2 [1::3] andj 2 [4::6]g.

Note that, to get the new paths after aq edge is added using this FOIES, only
four (one if the new edge is treated as a pair of constants) joins are needed. Thus we
have transformed the computation of a recursive program into the computation of a
nonrecursive one (with the help of stored results). ut

3 Generalized Regular Queries

In this section, we define “generalized (weakly) regular queries”, which are subclasses
of generalized chain queries, and extend the results on FOIES for subclasses of chain
queries reported in [7] to generalized (weakly) regular queries. The results are new and
the proofs require nontrivial new techniques.

The main results are Theorems 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6. Theorem 3.3 says that generalized
regular queries (defined syntactically) have FOIES, Theorem 3.5 that generalized reg-
ular queries augmented by adding non recursive initializations having a property called
“cci” have FOIES, and Theorem 3.6 that the cci property is decidable for non recursive
programs which implies that the extended class, generalized weakly regular queries, is
decidable. (This is because the class is defined syntactically except the cci property.)

A datalog ruler is ageneralized chain rule if it has the following form:

r : p0(x̄0; x̄n) p1(x̄0; z̄0; x̄1); :::; pi(x̄i�1; z̄i�1; x̄i); :::; pn(x̄n�1; z̄n�1; x̄n) (1)

wherex̄0; :::; x̄n; z̄0; :::; z̄n�1 are disjoint (possibly empty) sequences of variables. Note
thatchain rules are special generalized chain rules, where ¯x0; :::; x̄n are distinct single
variables and ¯z0; :::; z̄n�1 are all empty sequences of variables. Ageneralized chain
program is a finite set of generalized chain rules; and ageneralized chain query is a
query(P; p), whereP is a generalized chain program. Similar to chain queries, each
generalized chain queryQ = (P; p) can be associated with a context-free grammarGQ

constructed as follows. The terminals (nonterminals) are the edb (idb) predicates; the
start nonterminal isp; and for each rule inP of the form (1) there is a production of the
form p0! p1p2 � � �pn.

A queryQ isgeneralized regular (g.r.) if GQ is right-linear, i.e., the only nonterminal
in the right hand side of each production is the rightmost symbol.

Obviously, each chain query (program) is also generalized chain; each regular (chain)
query [7] is also generalized regular. In particular, transitive closure can be expressed
by a g.r. query. For nonrecursive generalized chain queries, the next proposition follows
from a result in [7].

Proposition 3.1. Each nonrecursive generalized chain query is a conjunctive query, but
not vice versa. ut

We now give an example of a g.r. chain query which is not a chain query, together
with a FOIES for it.

Example 3.2. LetQ = (P2; p) be a query, whereP2 = fp(x) s(x; y); p(y); p(x) 
q(x)g. Q represents the propagation of signalsq through a networks of logical “or”
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gates (s(x; y) means the gatex hasy as an input wire).Q is g.r. but not a (regular) chain
query.Q also has a FOIES. Indeed, letS = fp; tg, wheret(x; y) denotesx is “on”
whenevery is “on” and

Pp =

8><
>:

t(x; y)  s(x; y)
t(x; z)  t(x; y); t(y; z)
p(x)  q(x)
p(x)  t(x; y); q(y)

9>=
>;
;

P� =

8><
>:

t(x; y) s(x; y) p(x) q(x)
t(x; z) to(x; y); s(y; z) p(x) to(x; y); q(y)
t(x; z) s(x; y); to(y; z) p(x) t(x; y); qo(y)
t(x; z) to(x; y1); s(y1; y2); t

o(y2; z)

9>=
>;

It can be verified thathPp; S; P�i is a FOIES forQ butQ has no space-free FOIES.
Observe thatPp computes the entire transitive closure ofs, whereasP2 only computes
the part reachable from constants inq.

Theorem 3.3. Each g.r. (generalized regular) query has a FOIES.

The proof idea is similar to the one used in [7] for regular (chain) queries. To
construct a FOIES for a g.r. query, we first find a regular expressionE corresponding
to the grammar, andE uses only symbols from the set of idb predicates, “(”, “)”, “[”,
and “+”. This can be done by standard procedures [2]. For example, forP2, the regular
expression is(s+q) [ q. We then use an auxiliary relation for each subexpression ofE

and the incremental program is obtained inductively according to (roughly) the syntax
tree ofE. The basis for both [7] and here is that all new derived facts after inserting a
factA can be obtained by using the old derived facts andA a bounded number of times.
The proof and construction for the g.r. case, however, require some new techniques. The
modification to this proof, as well as to the proofs of other results, is needed due to the
following difference between chain and generalized chain programs:

Note that chain programs consist of rules of the form (1) where all ¯z i’s are empty and
each ¯xi is a single variable. Consequently, chain queries operate on graphs where each
edge has two constants as nodes. On the other hand, generalized chain queries operate
on hypergraphs where each hyperedge may have three nodes, each being a sequence
of constants. Specifically, a factq(a1; :::; ak) corresponds to many hyperedges, e.g., for
eachj 2 [1::(k�1)], it can be used as a hyperedge froma1; :::; aj toaj+1; : : : ; ak (there
are many other ways where the middle constants do not connect other constants in the
edges before and after this edge).

We now consider “generalized weakly regular queries”.
We sayp[j1; j2; j3] is apartition of a predicatep if j1; j2; j3 are nonnegative integers

such thatj1+j2+j3 = arity ofp. Each ruler of form (1) above is said touse the partition
pi[jx̄i�1j; jz̄i�1j; jx̄ij] for eachi 2 [1::n] (jx̄j denotes the length of ¯x). Intuitively,r uses
pi[j1; j2; j3] if facts overpi may be unified with an atompi(x̄i�1; z̄i�1; x̄i) such that the
first j1 constants are identical to the lastj1 constants of the preceding fact, the lastj3

constants are identical to the firstj3 constants of the following fact, and the middlej2

constants are not restricted.
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A setD of facts over a predicateq is calledq[j1; j2; j3]-cartesian closed if, q[j1; j2; j3]
is a partition ofq and, wheneverq(ā1; c̄1; b̄1) andq(ā2; c̄2; b̄2) are inD wherejā1j =
jā2j = j1 andjb̄1j = jb̄2j = j3, there is some ¯c so thatq(ā1; c̄; b̄2) belongs toD.

This notion is a special case of embedded multivalued dependency (with an empty
left-hand-side [16]). Note thatD is alwaysq[j1; j2; j3]-cartesian closed if eitherD is a
singleton set, orj1 = 0 or j3 = 0.

The notion of cartesian-closed sets is important for incremental evaluation since it
allows us to extend results on single fact to sets: the insertion of a cartesian-closed set
will behave like the insertion of a single fact in incremental evaluation, which can be
dealt with by FOIES for generalized regular queries.

Definition. A programP hask-cartesian-closed increment (k-cci) w.r.t. a partition
p[j1; j2; j3] if k � 0 and for each setD and singleton set� of edb facts, there arek
p[j1; j2; j3]-cartesian-closed setsC1; :::; Ck satisfying

T!
P (D [�)jp � T!

P (D)jp � [
k
i=1Ci � T!

P (D [�)jp:

P hascci w.r.t. p[j1; j2; j3] if it hask-cci w.r.t.p[j1; j2; j3] for somek.

Example 3.4. ProgramP3 = fp1(x; y)  q1(x; u; v); q5(v; w; z); q3(z; y)g has 1-cci
w.r.t. p1[1; 0; 1]. Intuitively, for each databaseD and each set� of one edb fact, let

C =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

fp1(a; d2) j q5(c; d; d1) andq3(d1; d2) in D for somed andd1g;
if � has the formfq1(a; b; c)g

fp1(a2; b1) j q1(a2; a1; a) andq3(b; b1) in D for somea1g;
if � has the formfq5(a; c; b)g

fp1(c; b) j q1(c; d1; d2) andq5(d2; d; a) in D for somed, d1 andd2g;
if � has the formfq3(a; b)g

ThenC is cartesian closed, andP3(D [�)� P3(D) � C � P3(D [�) hold.
An empty (binary) program has 1-cci w.r.t.p1[1; 0; 1], since the empty set is cartesian

closed. ProgramP4 = fp1(x; y)  q1(x; u; v); q5(v; u; z); q6(z; u; y)g also has 1-cci
w.r.t. p1[1; 0; 1].

ProgramP5 = fp1(x; y)  q4(x; y); q2(u; v)g does not have cci w.r.t.p1[1; 0; 1].
Indeed, for eachk � 0, supposeD is a set ofq4 facts such thatD is not the union of
anyk cartesian-closed sets. ThenP5(D [fq2(a; b)g)�P5(D) is not bounded by anyk
cartesian-closed sets inP5(D[fq2(a; b)g), violating the two containments in the above
definition.

We next define “generalized weakly regular” queries which may allow nonrecursive
initialization.

Definition. A query(P; p) isgeneralized weakly regular (g.w.r.) if P = Pc[Pr satisfies
the following:

1. Pc is non recursive;
2. Each predicate in the heads of rules inPr does not occur inPc;
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3. For eachq 2 idb(Pc), let P q
c be the set of rules definingq. The programQq

with only one idb-predicate (i.e.,q), modified fromP q
c by eliminating all other idb

predicates through expansion, has cci for each partitionq[j1; j2; j3] of q used byPr.
4. (Pr; p) is a g.r. query (viewing idb predicates inPc as edb predicates).

Since the nonrecursive initialization part of a g.w.r. query has cci, Theorem 3.3 can
be generalized:

Theorem 3.5. Each g.w.r. (generalized weakly regular) chain query has a FOIES.ut

Finally, we consider the decision problem for cci. It turns out that the decidability
and undecidability results in [7] can also be extended (nontrivially) to the case with
partitions. In the following, we state the results and two key lemmas used in proving the
decidability result.

Theorem 3.6. It is decidable if a nonrecursive program has cci w.r.t. a partitionp[i; j; k];
undecidable if a recursive program has cci w.r.t.p[i; j; k]. ut

A programP is nonredundant ifP cannot be syntactically simplied by removing
“elements” from it, i.e., (i)P is not equivalent to any of its proper subsets and (ii)P is
not equivalent to anyP 0 obtained by removing atoms from its rule bodies.

Lemma 3.7. A nonredundant, nonrecursive programP with a single idb-predicate has
cci w.r.t.p[i; j; k] iff frg has cci w.r.t.p[i; j; k] for eachr 2 P . ut

For each setS of atoms and each atomA, we say two variablesx andy are(S;A)-
connected if there is a sequenceA1; :::; A` (`�1) of atoms fromS such that,x occurs
in A1, y occurs inA`, andAi andAi+1 share a variablexi not occurring inA for each
1� i<`. For examples, forS = fq1(x; u; v); q2(z; u; y)g andA = q(v; v; z), x andy
are(S;A)-connected; however, forA0 = q(v; u; z), x andy are not(S;A0)-connected.
If two variables occur in a common atom inS, then they are(S;A)-connected for every
A. Note that(S;A)-connectivity reduces to the usual connectivity whenA contains no
variable.

For each sequence of variables ¯x, we defineV (x̄) to be the set of variables occurring
in x̄. We also extendV to atoms naturally.

Lemma 3.8. A rule r : p(x̄; ȳ; z̄)  A1; :::; Am has cci w.r.t.p[jx̄j; jȳj; jz̄j] iff for each
i 2 [1::m],

1. V (x̄) \ V (z̄) � V (Ai); and
2. eitherV (x̄) � V (Ai), or V (z̄) � V (Ai), or for eachx 2 V (x̄) � V (z̄) and each

z 2 V (z̄)� V (x̄), x; z are not(S;Ai)-connected (whereS = fAjj1� j � mg).
ut

For example,P3 in Example 3.4 has 1-cci w.r.t.p[1; 0; 1] according to this lemma.
Indeed, letA1 = q1(x; u; v),A2 = q5(v; w; z) andA3 = q3(z; y). ThenV (x̄)\V (z̄) =
; � V (Ai) for eachi 2 [1::3]. For eachi 2 f1; 3g, we have eitherV (x̄) � V (Ai), or
V (z̄) � V (Ai). Furthermore,x; y are not(S;A2)-connected whereS = fA1; A2; A3g.
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4 Increment Boundedness and FOIES

We define a new property, called “increment boundedness”, for datalog programs and
establish two equivalence relationships with space-free FOIES and FOIES that are syn-
actically constructible from the programs. A characterization of increment boundedness
using “structural recursion” is given in the next section and decision problems are
discussed in Section 6.

Intuitively, a programP is `-increment bounded (` � 1) if, upon an insertion of one
edb factA into a databaseD, the new minimal modelT !

P (D [ fAg) can be obtained
by applyT `

P (instead of the usualT !
P ) to the previous minimal modelT !

P (D) and the
new factA. Hence, aǹ -increment bounded program needs no recursion to update its
minimal model upon insertion. This concept is closely related to the popular bounded
class [9] but with some interesting distinct behavior. Formally, we have:

Definition. SupposeP is a datalog program.

– For each̀ � 1 [and each edb predicateq], P is `-increment bounded (`-IB) [w.r.t.
q] if

T!
P (D [ fAg) = T `

P (T
!
P (D) [ fAg)

for each setD of edb facts and for each edb factA [overq].
– P is increment bounded (IB) if it is `-IB for some fixed̀ .
– P is generalized increment bounded (GIB) if there is some nonrecursive program
Q such that

T!
P (D [ fAg) = TQ(T

!
P (D) [ fAg)

for each setD of edb facts and for each edb factA.

We also denote bỳ-IB (resp., IB, GIB) the set of programs which are`-IB (resp., IB,
GIB).

Example 4.1. Let P6 beP� in Example 2.1 except theo superscript is removed. Note
that the predicatep holds the transitive closure ofq. P6 is increment bounded (by
Theorem 4.2). In fact,P6 is 1-IB: Supposep contained the transitive closure ofq
before the insertion. Then after inserting aq fact, the new closure is obtained by
applyingT 1

P6
once. However, the equivalent programP1 in Example 2.1 is not even

increment bounded. Indeed, for each` � 1, T!
P1
(D [ fAg) 6= T `

P1
(T!

P1
(D) [ fAg),

whereD = fq(i; i+ 1) j 0 � i � 2`; i 6= `g andA = q(`; ` + 1). ut

Example 4.1 indicates that IB is not semantic. (A property is semantic if it is closed
under substitution by equivalent programs [9].) Recall that a programP is bounded if
there is an integer̀ such thatT !

P (D) = T `
P (D) for each setD of edb facts. It follows

that each bounded program is also increment bounded but not vice versa.

Theorem 4.2. Let (P; p) be a query. IfP is `-IB, then (P; p) has a FOIES (and the
FOIES can be constructed fromP by syntactic changes). Furthermore,P is GIB iff
(P; p) has a space-free FOIES. Consequently, each IB query has a space-free FOIES;
but the converse is not true.
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For proving the first statement, for each`-IB query (P; p), we construct a FOIES
hP; idb(P ); Q`i, where, roughly,Q` is obtained by “expanding”P up to ` times (all
derivation trees of height� `) and marking appropriate predicates with superscripto.
To be more precise, consider an arbitrary rule in the expansion:

A B1; : : : ; Bm; C1; : : : ; Cn

where eachBi is an idb atom andCj is an edb atom. Then, for each proper subsetM

of [1::n],Q` includes the following rule:

A Bo
1 ; : : : ; B

o
m; C

0
1; : : : ; C

0
n

whereC0j isCj if j 62M andC 0
j isCo

j otherwise. (IfC = p(t1; : : : ; tk), then byCo we
meanpo(t1; : : : ; tk).)

The second statement is easily verified from the definitions. For the last statement,
the standard TC programP1 (Example 2.1) has a space-free FOIES, but is not IB.

Example4.3. Let P1 be as in Example 2.1. Then, for(P1; p), there is a space-free
FOIES. LetP6 beP� in Example 2.1 except theo superscript is removed, as considered
in Example 4.1. Then there is a space-free FOIEShP6; fpg; P 0

6i for (P6; p), whereP 06
is constructed as above, and it happens thatP 0

6 = P� (in Example 2.1).
It can be verified that the original transitive closure query(P 1; p) and the or-gate

propagation queryQ in Example 3.2 do not have FOIES constructed in this way.ut

The following result shows that there is a strict hierarchy among the classes.

Theorem 4.4. 8` � 1, `-IB �6= (` + 1)-IB. Also,[`�0`-IB = IB �6= GIB.

Proof. Obviously the containments hold. The first containment is proper because we
can write inefficient datalog programs that delays output; for example, for` = 1, the
two-rule programfp1(x)  q(x); p2(x)  q(x); p1(y)g is 2-IB, but not 1-IB. The
second containment is proper since the standard TC programP1 (Example 2.1) belongs
to GIB but not to IB. ut

In terms of the number of iterations needed for evaluating IB queries, we have:

Theorem 4.5. If (P; p) is an IB query, then the number of iterations needed to derive
T!
P (D)jp using semi-naive evaluation method is at most linear in the number of facts

in D.

Finally, similar to the boundedness problem of whether a given program is equivalent
to some nonrecursive program, it is also interesting to know when a given program is
equivalent to some IB program.
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5 FOIES and Structural Recursion

Structural recursion [3] was proposed as a database programming paradigm on “bulk”
types such as sets or relations. Structural recursion can be performed based either on
insertion or on union. Under the insertion approach, the computation (query) on an input
setS is divided into the computation on a subset which contains all but one element of
S, followed by the computation for inserting the remaining element. The computation
on the subsets ofS is done recursively in that manner.

Since both FOIES and structural recursion accomplish computation in a similar way,
it is interesting to know how FOIES relates to structural recursion.

We consider Datalog programs having the special forms of space-free FOIES cor-
responding to the IB property as discussed Theorem 4.2. We give two characterizations
of such IB programs using structural recursion. The first shows the equivalence of four
properties: (i) IB, (ii) determinism, (iii) idempotency, and (iv) the combination of weak
idempotency and commutativity. The second refines the first by establishing the equiv-
alence of IB and commutativity for connected datalog programs. The restrictions on
programs are shown necessary to guarantee this equivalence.

Roughly, structural recursion by insertion allows inductive definition of mappings
on sets by inserting one element at a time, where each element may be inserted more
than once. Formally, given a constante and a function�, we define a mappingg as
follows3:

fun g(;) = e
j g(Insert(A; S)) = �(A; g(S))

Following [3], we will write in combinator style	 (e; �) for g. The typing is	 (e; �) :
f�g ! �, provided thate : � and� : �� � ! �.

The mappingg is calleddeterministic if, for all appropriateS, g(S) has exactly
one value, that is,�(A1; �(A2; :::; �(Am; e))) = �(B1; �(B2; :::; �(Bn; e))) whenever
A1; :::; Am andB1; :::; Bn are sequences satisfyingfA1; :::; Amg = S = fB1; :::; Bng.
The following two properties imply determinism [3]: If� is a function whose typing is
�� � ! �, then (i)� is called(insertion) idempotent if

�(A;�(A;�(A1; �(A2; :::;�(Am; e):::)))) = �(A;�(A1; �(A2; :::;�(Am; e):::)))

for all A;A1; :::; Am (m � 0) of type�, and (ii)� is called(insertion) commutative if

�(A;�(B;�(A1; �(A2; :::;�(Am; e):::)))) = �(B;�(A;�(A1; �(A2; :::;�(Am; e):::))))

for allA;B;A1; :::; Am (m � 0) of type�. We further define� to beweakly idempotent
w.r.t. e if �(A; �(A; e)) = �(A; e) for all A.

The proposition below shows the relationship among determinism, idempotency,
and commutativity for general functions. As it will be seen later, (b) shows an inter-
esting difference between structural recursion using general function and using datalog
mappings.

Proposition 5.1. (a) Determinism� idempotency+ commutativity. (b) Idempotency
and commutativity are incomparable. (c) Commutativity+ weakly idempotency imply
idempotency. ut

3 Insert is a set constructor so thatInsert(A;S) returns the set obtained by insertingA (an
element) into a setS.
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For each programP and each positive integer`, defineI`P by I`P (A; S) = T `
P (S [

fAg). We will write I1
P asIP . From here on we assume thate is the empty set;.

The next theorem presents the first characterization for IB.

Theorem 5.2. If ` is a positive integer, then (a)P is `-IB iff (b) I `P is idempotentiff (c)
	 (;; I`P ) is deterministiciff (d) I `P is commutative and weakly idempotent.

Proof. By Proposition 5.1, we have (d) implies (b), and so (c) and (d) are equivalent;
and we have (c) implies (b). It is easy to prove that (a) and (b) are equivalent and that
(b) implies (c). ut

As an aside, from the equivalence of (b) and (c) it is easily seen that the expressive
power of structural recursion using datalog is confined to datalog. That is, all determin-
istic mappings defined by using datalog mappings in structural recursion by insertion
are themselves datalog mappings.

Corollary 5.3. A query(P; p) has a space-free FOIES if for some`, one of the following
conditions holds: (1)I `P is idempotent, (2)	 (;; I `P ) is deterministic, or (3)I `P is
commutative and weakly idempotent. ut

We now give results on the relationships between commutativity and IB for datalog
programs.

Proposition 5.4. Commutativity does not imply IB in general: There are constant-free
(nonrecursive or recursive) programsP such thatIP is commutative but not idempotent.
Consequently, commutativity for datalog mappings does not imply IB and determinism.

Proof. Let P7 be the nonrecursive program consisting of the following two rules:

r1 : p1(x) q(x)
r2 : p2(x) q(x); p1(y)

ThenIP7 is not idempotent:

IP7(q(1); ;) = fq(1); p1(1)g 6= IP7(q(1); IP7(q(1); ;)) = fq(1); p1(1); p2(1)g:

To see thatIP7 is commutative, letA0; : : : ; Am (m � 1) be a sequence of facts. Letc
be a constant occurring in someAi. Fromr1 we see that the following two statements
hold:

p1(c) 2 IP7(A0; IP7(A1; IP7(A2; : : : ; IP7(Am; ;) : : :)));
p1(c) 2 IP7(A1; IP7(A0; IP7(A2; : : : ; IP7(Am; ;) : : :))):

Sincem � 1, there arep1 facts in each of the following two sets:

IP7(A1; IP7(A2; : : : ; IP7(Am; ;) : : :));
IP7(A0; IP7(A2; : : : ; IP7(Am; ;) : : :)):

Hence, fromr2 we see that the following two statements hold:

p2(c) 2 IP7(A0; IP7(A1; IP7(A2; : : : ; IP7(Am; ;) : : :)));
p2(c) 2 IP7(A1; IP7(A0; IP7(A2; : : : ; IP7(Am; ;) : : :))):

So commutativity follows. ut
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Theorem 5.5. If P is a connected4 and constant-free datalog program, thenP is `-IB
iff I `P is idempotentiff I `P is commutative.

Proof. SupposeP is a connected and constant-free datalog program. By Theorem 5.2,
it suffices to show thatI `P is weakly idempotent.

We call two sets of factsS1 andS2 disconnected if there are no factsA1 2 S1 and
A2 2 S2 such thatA1 is connected toA2 in S1[S2. ClearlyT `

P maps disconnected sets
to disconnected sets, andT `

P (D1 [D2) = T `
P (D1) [ T `

P (D2) for all disjoint setsD1

andD2 of facts.
LetA be an arbitrary fact, andB a fact not5 using any constants inA. Then

I`P (A; I
`
P (B; ;)) = T `

P (T
`
P (fBg) [ fAg); by definition ofI `P

= T `
P (T

`
P (fBg)) [ T

`
P (fAg); sincefAg andfBg are disconnected.

Similarly, I`P (B; I
`
P (A; ;)) = T `

P (fBg) [T
`
P (T

`
P (fAg)). SupposeI`P is commutative.

Then
I`P (A; I

`
P (B; ;)) = I`P (B; I

`
P (A; ;)):

SinceP is connected andA andB are disconnected, we getT `P (fAg) = T `
P (T

`
P (fAg));

that is,I`P (A; ;) = I`P (A; I
`
P (A; ;)). ut

Corollary 5.6. A query(P; p) has a space-free FOIES ifP is connected and constant-
free andI`P is commutative for somè. ut

6 Decision Problems for Increment Boundedness

We consider here the decision issues for the increment bounded properties. The main
results of the section show that they are all undecidable. The results also raise an
interesting contrast between boundedness and increment boundedness: While they are
both undecidable for the general case, for a fixed`, `-boundedness is decidable [4] but
`-IB is still undecidable.

In [9], it was shown that undecidability of boundedness can be translated into
undecidability for many other properties. The translation, however, is not applicable to
our context because none of the IB notions is semantic.

Theorem 6.1. It is undecidable for an arbitrary datalog queryQ if Q is GIB; if Q is IB.

Proof. In [7], it was shown that it is undecidable if a query has a space-free FOIES. By
Theorem 4.2, it follows easily that GIB is also undecidable. By using a direct reduction
from the halting problem, IB can also be shown undecidable. ut

4 Two atoms aredirectly connected if they share a variable or constant. Given a setS of atoms,
two atoms inS areconnected in S if either they are directly connected, or there is an atomC

in S which is connected to both of them inS. A ruleA A1; :::;Am is connected if for each
i; j 2 [1::m], Ai; Aj are connected infA1; :::;Amg. A program isconnected if each rule is
connected.

5 Here we assume that there are unbounded number of constants.
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We next consider̀-IB for a fixed `. It turns out to be again undecidable which is
interesting compared to the decidability of`-boundedness.

Theorem 6.2. It is undecidable whetherP is `-IB w.r.t. q for arbitrary datalog programs
P and arbitrary edb predicateq.

The proof is based on the following lemma, which shows that`-boundedness for
databases that are least models of some datalog program is undecidable.

Definition. For datalog programsP�; P�, P� is `-bounded (` � 1) w.r.t. P� if for each
setD of edb factsT `+1

P�
(T!

P�
(D)) � T `

P�
(T!

P�
(D)).

Lemma 6.3. Let ` � 1 be fixed. It is undecidable if a program is`-bounded w.r.t.
another.

Proof. The proof is based on a reduction using a similar technique as in [11]. (The
reduction simulates the checking of whether the input database describes a halting
configuration of a Turing machine starting from an empty tape.) ut

In view of the undecidability results, it is interesting to give some sufficient yet
decidable conditions for̀-IB. In the following we provide a sufficient condition (in
Proposition 6.5) which is based on “uniform query containment relative to a program
P ” (�uP ).

Definition. Let P be a datalog program andQ1; Q2 two queries.Q1 is uniformly
contained in Q2 relative to P , denotedQ1 �uP Q2, if for each modelD of P , Q1(D) �
Q2(D).

Intuitively, the problem of uniform relative query containment is to consider con-
tainment under certain “integrity” constraints specified by some datalog program.

Lemma 6.4. For an arbitrary programP and two conjunctive queriesQ1; Q2, it is
decidable ifQ1 �uP Q2. ut

Thus the following provides a decidable sufficient condition for`-IB:

Proposition 6.5. SupposeP is an arbitrary datalog program. ThenP is `-IB if, for
each edb factA = q(ā) whereq occurs inP , T `+1

PA
�uP T `

PA
, wherePA is obtained as

follows: For each ruler containingq in the rule body, add each ruler 0 toPA, wherer0

is obtained by unifying one or moreq atoms in the body ofr with A. ut
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